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ABSTRACT 
Recent work by M. L. Eaton and the present authors reviews and generalizes 
work on majorization and group majorization. The standard material on majorization 
was extended from the symmetric group to more general groups in the important 
paper of Eaton and Perlman (1977). Th e p resent paper studies one special nonreflec- 
tion group, namely the cyclic group on n elements. We say that a vector x cyclically 
majorizes a vector y, written y < C x, if it lies in the convex hull of all vectors which 
can be obtained from x by cyclic permutation. The class of order-preserving functions 
is studied, and the theory gives an ordering on the smoothness of periodic functions 
with possible application to time series analysis and also an ordering of smoothing 
operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a linear group operating on R”. Group majorization, or 
G-majorization, was defined by Mudbolkar (1966) and studied for reflection 
groups by Eaton and Perltnan (1977). For two vectors x and y in R”, x is 
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said to G-majorize y if 
y E conv(O(x)). 
where conv(*) denotes convex hull and 
o(x) = {g(s) Ig E G} 
is the orbit of x under G. When G is the symmetric (permutation) group, we 
get ordinary majorization; cf. Marshall and Olkin (1979). We shall use the 
notation y < Gx to indicate that x G-majorizes y. In this paper we shall 
study the special case when G is the group C of all cyclic permutations. In 
this case, if .T = (x,, . . . , x,,)’ then 
O(r) = ((x ])..., x,J7’,(x2 )...) x,,, Xi),’ ,..., (x,,, x ,,..., q-J?‘}. 
Before proceeding with the theory we need to summarize the more 
general results on G-majorization appearing in Giovagnoli and Wynn (198Ei), 
referred to throughout as GW. Here 0,, is the orthogonal group on R”, and 
G is a subgroup of O,,. 
THEOREM l(GW). The f II o owing three statements are equioalent (for 
G c O,,): 
(A) Y <Gx. 
(B) f< y) < f( x> j& all G-invariant conuex functions f. 
(Cl sup, tG erg: < supg:,o zTg(x) fir all z in R”. 
When G = C, the group of cyclic permutations, we refer to the ordering 
as cyclic mujorization, or C-rnajorkation for short, and write y < Cr. 
Condition (C) in Theorem 1 reduces to a simplified form when G 
possesses special properties. One such property is possession of a unique 
connected fundamental region (see GW). This holds for finite reflection 
groups and the permutation group ordering (majorization) in particular. 
Indeed, the standard definition of majorization, 
Y(1) G ql), 
2/(l) + y(2) G X(l) + “(2). 
Y(1) + .** +Y(rL- I) Q %I) + ..* +x+,,. 
yl + ..’ +y,, = x, + **. +x,,, 
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can be seen to be a consequence of this property (here xclr > **. > xc,_ ,) 
are the ordered values). 
However, there is -a “finite representation” 
explain. 
There is no unique fundamental region in the case of the cyclic group C. 
of the ordering, as we now 
Write C(X) for the matrix whose rows are the cyclic permutations of XT: 
Notice that we have written the rows in a different order to that for O(X). 
This will soon be explained. If p is the elementary circulant 
p= [;..;..:;..k_:..;], 
then the elements of O(x) were listed in the order x, I%, P’x, . . . , I?“-‘x. 
We may construct the matrix 
c;(X) = [X: Px:*..: 
p”-‘xl = i:_. . ,:. .;::. *i$]* 
This is the countercirculant matrix generated by x and is symmetric. Notice 
that 
C(x) = QC(x), (1) 
where Q is the elementary countercirculant 
Q= [i.;..;!;..;]. 
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We note a number of easily verified identities [for this material and other 
results for circulant matrices consult Davies (1979)]: 
d(x) = QC( x) = C( x)‘Q, (2) 
QC( x)Q = C(x)“> (3) 
C(Qx) = C( g7‘, (4) 
C((Y)x = c’(x)o! for all x, cx inR”. (5) 
Now the statement y < Cx can be rewritten as a linear program (LP). Thus 
y < C x if and only if the following LP has a solution: 
C( x)a = y, 
c q = 1 (i = l,...,n), 
(6) 
C 'i = C Yi- 
i 1 
If C(x) is invertible, there is a basic feasible solution (bfs), and hence a 
solution, if 
cY*=qLx-‘y>O. 
(Here > means every entry is nonnegative.) Now from (1) 
6(x)-’ = C( x)-‘Q, 
since 0’ = I; hence 6< x) is invertible if and only if C(x) is, and there is a 
bfs if and only if Ci xi = Ci yi and 
a* = C( x)-‘Qy > 0. (7) 
If C(x) is singular of rank q < n, consider all the n X q submatrices 
C,(x) that can be constructed from the columns of C(x). Every such matrix 
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has a unique Moore-Penrose g-inverse which, when its rank is 9, can be 
expressed as 
C,,(N)+= [c&)‘C,,(x)]-‘C,(r)?‘. 
Then the above LP has a bfs if and only if for at least one such C,,(x), 
and C, X, = Ci yi. 
Cy( X)+ Qy > 0 (8) 
Another important equivalent condition to y < C x follows from (5): there 
exists an (Y with (Y, 2 0 and Xi (Y~ = 1 (i = 1,. . . , n> such that 
y = C(0)X. (9) 
Notice that C( (u) is a circulant doubly stochastic matrix. Thus (9) is a 
specialization for C-majorization of the condition 
y = Dx for some doubly stochastic matrix D 
that characterizes ordinary majorization (see Marshall and Olkin, 1979). 
When C( x> is invertible, (Y * = C(x)- ’ y is the unique bfs to the LP (6), and 
the representation (9) is unique with (Y = cx *. This uniqueness does not hold 
for ordinary majorization even if D is invertible. 
Thus (7) or in the singular case (8) is a “finite representation” of the 
ordering y < C X, but of a nonlinear kind. The representation may have to be 
checked computationally, and the fast Fourier transform is a suitable device 
(see Section 3). 
2. ORDER-PRESERVING FUNCTIONS AND SMOOTHING 
A function f(r) is order-preserving with 
any X, y in R” 
respect to G-majorization if for 
Y <Gx * f(Y) <f(X). 
From conditions (B) and (C) of Theorem 1 it is clear that within the class of 
such functions we find the convex G-invariant functions. The functions 
f;(X) = ;sp, 2g( X) 
I 
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are special G-invariant convex functions. When G = C, the group of all cyclic 
permutations, the equivalent condition to y < C x can be interpreted as “y 
is a moving average of x with nonnegative coefficients.” We say that y is 
smoother than x and that C(o) is a smoothing operator. Thus the class of 
generalized Schur-convex functions for G = C, which are called cyclically 
Schur-convex functions, are those which do not increase when we smooth x 
to get y (for all pairs x and y). 
An interesting class of C-invariant convex functions are the variation 
functions 
K(x) = cc5 -LX (r = l,..., n - 1;t = l,...,n), 
where xt-,. = x,,+~_~ when t Q r. Thus y < Cx implies 
WY> G v,(x) (r = l,...,n - 1). 
A simple way to obtain cyclically invariant convex functions is to take any 
convex function h(x) and evaluate its sum over all cyclic permutations, 
W) = c h(&)). 
iZEC 
Among all vectors with entry sum k = Cj xi the vector mk = 
(k/n,. . . , k/njT ’ IS the unique minimal member of the ordering. Thus 
mk <Cx for all x E {x I Ci xi = k}. 
The minimal member is the same as for majorization. Thus a useful fact is 
that f(mk) <f(x) (Ci xi = k) f or any cyclically Schur-convex function f( x 1. 
Put briefly, the constant vectors are the smoothest. 
We now show that <C induces an ordering among the smoothing 
operators C(a) themselves. 
THEOREM 2. zf Cj (Y~ = 1, ai a 0, and Ci pi = 1, Pi > 0 (i = 
1 , . . . , n), then 
C( p)x <CC(a)x (10) 
for all x in R” if and only if 
p<cff. 
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Proof. If p <C o, then by (9) there is a y with Ci Y, = 1, yi 2 9 
(i = 1,. . . , n>, such that 
P = C(Y)(y. 
From this it easily follows that 
C( P> = W)‘CW (11) 
and hence that 
C( p)x = C(?/)‘C( a)x 
for all x. But from (4) C(y)’ = C(T), where y = Qr, and hence, again by 
(91, the statement (10) holds for all x. 
On the other hand, if (10) h Id f o s or all x, then selecting the special 
x = (l,O, . . . , O)T yields 
QP <CQa. 
This implies by (9) that 
QP = C( S)Qa 
for some S with & 6, = 1. ai > 0 (i = 1,. . . , n). Premultiplying by Q, we 
have 
P = QW)Qa. 
But by (3) and by (41, QC<s>Q = C(6), where 6 = QS, and hence P <C (Y 
by (9). ??
The following simple result shows that y < Cx is preserved under 
smoothing operators. 
THEOREM 3. For x und y in R”, y < Cx $und only !f 
C(a)y <CC(a)x (12) 
j%r every a with Ci q = 1, ayi > 0 (i = 1,. . . , n). 
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Proof. One direction is immediate. Taking cx = (LO,. . . , O)‘, C(a) is 
the identity. 
Conversely, if y < Cx, then there is a y with Ci yi = 1, yi > 0 (i = 
1 . . > n) such that y = C(y)r. Premultiply-ing by C(cr> and using the fact 
that circulant matrices commute, we have 
C(a)y = C(a)C(y)x = C(y)C(a)x. 
Thus by (9), the statement (12) follows. ??
3. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF C-MAJORIZATION 
Define the Fourier matrix F of order n by its adjoint 
F* = 
where IX = exp{27ri/n}, i = m. 
For x in R” the discrete Fourier transform of x is 
x^ = Fx. (13) 
The matrix F is unitary: FF* = F*F = I. Also (F*)” = F2 = Q. It can be 
used to construct spectral decompositions, eigenvalues, and inverses of a 
circulant matrix. Thus for a circulant C(X) with eigenvalues A = 
(A ,, . . . . A,)r, and A = diag(h), 
C(X) = F*RF, 
C(X)+ = F*R+F, 
where At= diag(h:, . . . , AZ), and AT = A,:’ if Ai # 0, AT= 0 otherwise 
(i = l,..., n), and A = (l/ &)F*x. 
THEOREM 4. For vectors x and y in R”, y < Cx zjand only i;f 
where h = diag(6) and 6 is the vector of eigenvalues of C(Q) for some CY 
with Xi cq = 1, ai 2 0 (i = 1,. . . , n>. 
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Proof. Using the representation y = C(a)x, we have 
q = FC( a)x 
= FF*AFx 
= A;. 
Similarly, if I$ = A 2, then premultiplying by F* yields y = C( (Y>x. ??
The general form of 6 in Theorem 4 is 
and represents a special class of (in general) complex vectors. Assume that all 
the entries of x^ are nonzero, and define 
Then Theorem 4 gives for this case another simple equivalent condition to 
y < Cx. From (14) 
L F*a = z, 
6 (15) 
or more simply 
Thus, ignoring the 6, we may take the condition as C, x, = Xi yi together 
with 
Fz > 0; (16) 
this is equivalent to (71, since the condition that x^ has no zeros is equivalent 
to c’(x) [hence C(x)] being invertible. 
We can write (7) as 
F*K’FQy > 0, 
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where A = diag( A) and A is the vector of eigenvalues of C(X). A computa- 
tionally more efficient method, which is essentially the algebraic representa- 
tion underlying the fast Fourier transform, is to note that C(x)-i itself is a 
circulant matrix C( xi) where x 1 = nF[F*x]-‘, and the notation [ 1-l here 
means inverting the vector element by element. Thus, we can write (7) as 
which only involves two Fourier transforms and can be carried out in 
O(n log n) multiplications. 
4. DISCUSSION 
We believe that the study of orderings on the smoothness of vectors and 
on smoothing operators, and the present ordering in particular, is new. There 
should be extensions to the whole real line, where the natural group is the 
translation group, but these infinite generalizations of G-majorization await 
further study, which would include theoretical extension to locally compact 
abelian groups from the compact groups studied here. However, for periodic 
time functions with the same period the application is obvious, and < C can 
be considered as an ordering of such functions. Thus, if n = 12 and the cycle 
is a twelve month annual cycle, we may test two real time series to see if the 
monthly averages satisfy y < C x and then immediately claim f< y) <f(x) 
for any cyclically Schur-convex function f. Alternatively, y may be a smoothed 
version of X, and the f-ordering will hold, 
There is a small literature on smoothing operators and variation-reducing 
operators which concentrates on the one-step variation function V,(x) of 
Section 2 (see Davis, 1979, Section 4.5). This is also related to the von 
Neumann ratio or Durbin-Watson statistics: 
~(xt-xt-,)2 &-F)“: 
t=1 I t=1 
where x’ = (Xi xi/n,. . . , Xi xi/n> (see Bloomfield, 1979, Section 3.5). For 
that statistic, smoothness emphasizes reduction of low frequency terms in the 
spectrum of x, whereas the present ordering operates in a uniform way 
across the whole spectrum. 
Another line of development would be based on a weak version of the 
ordering. For example, we might define 
y SCX if there is a scalar a such that ay < C x. 
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The ordering ?C is just <C applied to (I& x,>~‘x and (Xi yI)-ly when 
Cix-i # 0 and Xi yi # 0. Various weak majorizations for a general G are 
studied in GW. 
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